1600 Jelly Roll Quilt

Workshop by Debbie Wendt and Diane Zayonc

Focus on Fast and Fun!

Fabric Requirements:
1 Jelly Roll (40 strips – strips are cut 2 ½” wide by width of fabric)
Moda Fabrics coined the original Jelly Rolls
Sew Batik has Tiki Rolls
Hoffman has Batik Bali Pops
Kaufman has Roll Ups
OR CUT YOUR OWN STRIPS
If all 40 strips are used your quilt will measure approximately 52” x 64”. Use fewer strips for a smaller quilt.
32 strips = quilt measuring approximately 40” x 64”.
This quilt was first discovered on Heirloom Creations’ Blog (http://blog.heirloomcreations.net)

Preparation:
Sew the jelly roll strips together end to end with Method A or B. Yielding a strip approximately 1600” long!
Method A – Diagonal Seams
1. Piece strips together using diagonal piecing shown at right.
(Gray represents the right side of fabric, white is the wrong side of fabric, black dashed line
is sewing line.)
2. Trim seam allowances to ¼”. Press seams open.
Method B – Straight Seams
1. Place a square at strip ends cutting off selvages so ends are at perfect right angles to the long cut edge.
2. Piece strips together using straight ¼” seams.
(Gray represents the right side of fabric, white is the wrong side of fabric, black dashed line is sewing line.)
3. Press seams to one side or open.
Construction:
1. Cut off 18”-20” from one end of your long strip. This is very important so the strips are more random in
the quilt.
2. Fold long strip in half, matching short ends and sew seam down entire length. Begin sewing at the cut
ends, stop sewing a few inches from the folded end. Cut fold with scissors, this allows you to finish sewing
the seam. You have now created a two strip length. You may press the seam to one side or NOT. To
keep this a speedy quilt, I do not press any of the construction seams until the quilt top is entirely pieced.
3. Take new ends and match them right sides together and sew seam down entire length. Stop sewing a few
inches from the folded end. Cut fold and finish seam as you did in the second step. You now have a
length of 4 strips together.
4. Repeat with new ends, you now have 8 strips together.
5. Repeat with new ends, you now have 16 strips together.
6. Repeat with new ends, you now have 32 strips together AND your quilt is finished!
7. Press seams all in the same direction or open.
8. Trim up edges to square quilt if necessary. Add borders if you want.
9. Layer quilt top with batting and backing.
10. Baste.
11. Quilt! The most straight forward way to quilt this is in the ditch of each stripped seam.
12. Bind and label quilt.
This quilt is totally addictive. I hope you enjoy making many fast, fun quilts with this method.
Debbie Wendt

Wrote these instructions based on the
Jelly Roll 1600 Quilt on Heirloom Creations’ Blog

